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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The groundwater availability model for the northern portion of the Trinity Aquifer
System was used to simulate a 50-year predictive simulation of groundwater flow in the
Woodbine Aquifer and northern portion of the Trinity Aquifer System. Average recharge
conditions were used for the first forty-seven years of the simulation, followed by the
three-year drought-of-record. Pumpage was assigned for each stress period, or year, in
the simulation based on the specifications provided by the groundwater conservation
districts within Groundwater Management Area 8. Specific differences between this run
and the previous GAM Run 08-64 (Hill, 2010) include:
an increase in well withdrawals for Comanche County from 25,000 acre-feet per
year to 27,000 acre-feet per year,
an increase in well withdrawals for Erath County from 30,000 acre-feet per year
to 32,000 acre-feet per year,
well withdrawals of 632 acre-feet per year for the Woodbine Aquifer (layer 1)
underlying Tarrant County reported in Table 2 of Wade (2008) was applied, and
well withdrawals in the underlying Trinity Aquifer System (layers 3, 4, 5, and 7)
for Tarrant County were adjusted to 17,606 acre-feet per year. Combining the
specified pumpage for the Woodbine Aquifer and Trinity Aquifer System
underlying Tarrant County results in a decrease of 1,377 acre-feet per year from
those specified in GAM Run 08-64.
Comparison of results from this predictive simulation to GAM Run 08-64, show
decreases in average water level changes of 2 feet or less beneath Comanche and Erath
counties with the increased specified pumpage for these counties. Conversely, water
levels increase up to 14 feet beneath Tarrant and surrounding counties with the decrease
in specified pumpage.
Comparisons between the percent of pumpage removed due to cells converting to dry
relative to specified pumpage, indicates 13 percent of the specified pumpage beneath
Comanche County is removed due to cells converting to dry for GAM Run 08-64, and
increases to 15 percent for GAM Run 08-66. The percent of pumpage removed due to
cells converting to dry relative to specified pumpage beneath Erath County remains
constant at 8 percent and at 2 percent for Tarrant County for both GAM Run 08-64 and
GAM Run 08-66. This indicates that increasing the specified pumpage for Comanche
County in future scenarios will increase the percent of pumpage removed due to cells
converting to dry relative to specified pumpage.
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REQUESTOR:
Ms. Cheryl Maxwell (of the Clearwater Underground Water Conservation District) a
representative of Groundwater Management Area 8.

DESCRIPTION OF REQUEST:
Ms. Maxwell requested a model run using the groundwater availability model for the
northern portion of the Trinity Aquifer System. The requested model run is for a 50-year
predictive simulation. Average recharge conditions are used for the first forty-seven years
of the simulation, followed by the three-year drought-of-record. Pumpage used for each
year of the simulation was assigned based on the specifications provided by Groundwater
Management Area 8.

METHODS:
Average streamflows and evapotranspiration rates were used for each year of the
predictive simulation. Average recharge was used for the first forty-seven years of the
simulation, followed by a three-year drought-of-record. Simulated water levels and water
levels changes at the conclusion of the 50-year predictive scenario are described in the
Results Section of this report.
PARAMETERS AND ASSUMPTIONS:
The groundwater availability model for the northern portion of the Trinity Aquifer was
used for this model run. A brief description of the model and caveats are described
below:
version 1.01 of the groundwater availability model for the northern portion of the
Trinity Aquifer was used for this model run. See Bené and others (2004) for a
detailed discussion of assumptions and limitations for the model;
Groundwater Vistas (Environmental Simulations, Inc., 2007) version 5.30 build
10 was used as the interface to process model output;
the groundwater availability model grid files (trnt_n_grid_poly), version 111808,
were used to process model output;
changes in pumpage between 2000 and 2010 are assumed to not significantly
affect the predictive simulation’s results;
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the model includes seven layers, representing the Woodbine Aquifer (layer 1), the
Washita and Fredericksburg Groups (layer 2), the Paluxy Aquifer (layer 3), the
Glen Rose Formation (layer 4), the Hensell Aquifer (layer 5), the Pearsall/Cow
Creek/Hammett/Sligo Members (layer 6), and the Hosston Aquifer (layer 7). The
Woodbine Aquifer, Paluxy Aquifer, Hensell Aquifer, and Hosston Aquifer are the
most productive water-bearing strata in the region;
average annual recharge conditions based on climate data from 1980 to 1999 was
used for the simulation. The last three years of the simulation used the drought-ofrecord recharge conditions, which were defined as the years from 1954 through
1956;
the model uses the MODFLOW River Package to simulate major reservoirs. See
Bené and others (2004) for a detailed discussion on the package selection for
simulating reservoirs;
the MODFLOW-96 groundwater flow simulator was used for this model run.
MODFLOW-96 does not simulate three-dimensional, variable density
groundwater flow that may arise in aquifers containing both fresh and non-fresh
groundwater (such as the Woodbine Aquifer, Paluxy Aquifer, Hensell Aquifer,
and Hosston Aquifer). See Bené and others (2004) for a detailed discussion on
water quality in the aquifers;
the Strongly Implicit Procedure (SIP) solver was used with MODFLOW-96.
Therefore, model cells convert to dry when simulated water levels drop below the
bottom of the model cell. Model cells that convert to dry during the simulation are
removed from the groundwater flow calculations performed by MODFLOW-96
(Harbaugh and McDonald, 1996); and
the calculated average changes in water levels presented in Table 6 and the water
budget presented in Appendix A are approximations.
Assigned Pumpage
Each year of the predictive simulation was assigned pumpage following specifications
provided by Groundwater Management Area 8. The following specifications were
provided by Groundwater Management Area 8 for this predictive scenario:
the simulation maintains the existing model spatial pumping distribution except in
Delta, Hunt, Kaufman, and Lamar counties,
the spatial pumping distribution underlying Delta, Hunt, Kaufman, and Lamar
counties is uniform,
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the simulation maintains the existing distribution of pumping by layer (as a
percentage of the total Trinity Aquifer System underlying a county area) for
layers 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7; except where otherwise specified; and
pumping underlying each area for which a pumping amount is specified remains
constant, in other words, by county total for the Trinity Aquifer System, or by a
layer specified underneath a county.
In addition to the aforementioned requests, pumpage totals for each county in the model
were provided by Groundwater Management Area 8. These totals are shown in Tables 1
through 4.
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Table 1. Assigned pumpage for the Woodbine Aquifer (layer 1) used in this model simulation based
on specifications provided by Groundwater Management Area 8. All pumpage reported is in acrefeet per year and is used for each stress period (year) in the predictive simulation.

County Specified pumpage County Specified pumpage
Collin
2,500
Kaufman
200
Cooke
154
Lamar
3,658
Delta
16
Limestone
33
Denton
4,126
Navarro
300
Fannin
3,300
Red River
170
Grayson
12,100
Rockwall
144
Hunt
2,840
Tarrant
632
Johnson
4,732

Table 2. Assigned pumpage for the Trinity Aquifer System (layers 3, 4, 5, and 7) used in this model
simulation based on specifications provided by Groundwater Management Area 8. All pumpage
reported is in acre-feet per year and is used for each stress period (year) in the predictive simulation.

Specified pumpage
County
Brown
2,085
Callahan
3,787
Collin
2,100
Comanche
27,000
Cooke
7,018
Delta
364
Denton
18,132
Eastland
4,853
Erath
32,000
Falls
161
Fannin
700
Grayson
9,400
Hamilton
2,146
Hood
11,001
Hunt
551
Johnson
16,349
Kaufman
1,184
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County
Lamar
Lampasas
Limestone
McLennan
Milam
Mills
Montague
Navarro
Parker
Red River
Rockwall
Tarrant
Taylor
Travis
Williamson
Wise

Specified pumpage
1,320
3,164
66
20,694
321
2,400
506
1,873
11,751
528
958
17,606
679
3,900
1,810
8,414
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Table 3. Assigned pumpage for the Woodbine Aquifer and Trinity Aquifer System combined (layers
1, 3, 4, 5, and 7) used in this model simulation based on specifications provided by Groundwater
Management Area 8. All pumpage reported is in acre-feet per year and is used for each stress period
(year) in the predictive simulation.

County
Bosque
Dallas
Ellis

Specified pumpage County Specified pumpage
7,509
Hill
5,412
7,807
Somervell
2,485
9,403

Table 4. Assigned pumpage by layer for Bell, Burnet, and Coryell counties used in this model
simulation based on specifications provided by Groundwater Management Area 8. All pumpage
reported is in acre-feet per year and is used for each stress period (year) in the predictive simulation.
Pumpage is uniformly distributed in western Coryell County (shown in Figure 1).
Bell County

Layer*
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5
Layer 7

Specified pumpage
112
880
1,100
5,000

Burnet County

Specified pumpage
200
200
700
2,500

Coryell County

County Wide
254
783
836
433

Western
Coryell
County**

928
480

*- Paluxy Aquifer (Layer 3), the Glen Rose Formation (Layer 4), the Hensell Aquifer (Layer 5), and the Hosston
Aquifer (Layer 7).
**-Pumpage distribution for Western Coryell County is assigned per Groundwater Management Area 8’s
specifications for GAM Run 08-64 as described in Hill (2010).

The 1999 spatial distribution of pumpage used with the calibrated historic model was
used to generate the pumpage for the predictive model. Pumpage was increased or
decreased to the specified totals shown in Tables 1 through 4 using a factor based on the
county pumpage in the 1999 pumpage distribution and the desired total. This produced a
predictive pumpage distribution similar to the 1999 pumpage distribution. The pumpage
used with the predictive model was also constant throughout the 50-year simulation, as
requested by Groundwater Management Area 8. Pumpage was allocated within the
groundwater flow model based on the location of the model cell centroid. Additional
details for the generation of the pumpage distribution are provided in GAM 07-09
(Donnelly, 2007).
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Changes to the pumpage totals specified above were made for Delta and Kaufman
counties. Delta County was specified to have 16 acre-feet per year of pumpage from the
Woodbine Aquifer (layer 1) and 364 acre-feet per year of pumpage from the Trinity
Aquifer System (layers 3, 4, 5, and 7). Kaufman County was specified to have 1,184
acre-feet per year of pumpage from the Trinity Aquifer System (layers 3, 4, 5, and 7).
However, no pumpage was present in the historic pumpage distribution for the aquifers
underlying these counties. Therefore, a uniform distribution was used for the pumpage
distribution underlying Delta and Kaufman counties.
In addition, several counties and/or model layers were not specified in the original
request. Counties with no specified pumpage are shown in Table 5. Layers 2 (Washita
and Fredericksburg Groups) and 6 (Pearsall/Cow Creek/Hammett/Sligo Members) were
not specified for counties throughout most of the model domain. For these layers, the
1999 historic pumpage distribution was used in the predictive simulation.
Table 5. Pumpage used for non-specified counties/layers in the model domain. These totals are based
on 1999 pumpage totals from the calibrated historic model. All pumpage reported is in acre-feet per
year and is used for each stress period (year) in the predictive simulation.

County
Bastrop
Jack
Lee
Palo Pinto
Non-Texas

Annual pumpage
4
11
5
12
9,541

RESULTS:
The calculated water budget at the conclusion of the 50-year simulation is provided in
Appendix A. The water budget is a summary of the groundwater flow simulator’s
(MODFLOW-96) calculations for water entering and leaving the model layers (Harbaugh
and McDonald, 1996). Components of the water budget are described below:
wells refer to groundwater withdrawals. This component is shown as “out” in
Appendix A, because the wells in the model for the northern portion of the Trinity
Aquifer System withdraw (rather than inject) water. Wells are simulated using the
MODFLOW Well Package;
recharge represents the distributed precipitation falling on the outcrop areas.
Recharge is shown as “in” in Appendix A. Recharge is simulated using the
MODFLOW Recharge Package;
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evapotranspiration accounts for water that flows out of an aquifer due to direct
evaporation and plant transpiration. This component of the budget is shown as
“out”. Evapotranspiration is simulated using the MODFLOW Evapotranspiration
Package. In the model for the northern portion of the Trinity Aquifer System,
groundwater discharge via small seeps and springs and larger spring discharge to
streams not specifically modeled by the Streamflow-Routing Package
(abbreviated to Stream Package in Appendix A) are simulated using the
Evapotranspiration Package (Bené and others, 2004);
vertical leakage (upward or downward) describes the vertical flow, or leakage,
between two aquifers. Fluxes to an aquifer from an overlying or underlying
aquifer are represented as “in” in Appendix A. Vertical leakage out of an aquifer
is referred to as “out” in Appendix A;
change in storage refers to changes in the water stored within an aquifer. The
storage component representing water that is removed from storage in the aquifer
(that is, water level declines) is labeled as “in” in Appendix A. The storage
component that is added back into storage within the aquifer (that is, water level
increases) is labeled as “out” in Appendix A;
lateral flow describes lateral flow within an aquifer between a county and adjacent
counties. Incoming flows are shown as “in” in Appendix A and outgoing flows
are shown as “out”;
rivers and streams refer to water that flows between perennial rivers or streams
and an aquifer. Flows into the aquifer and out of the stream are shown as “in” in
Appendix A and flows out of the aquifer and into the stream are shown as “out” in
Appendix A;
reservoirs refer to water that flows between reservoirs and an aquifer. Flows out
of the reservoir and into the aquifer are shown as “in” in Appendix A. Flows out
of the aquifer and into the reservoir are shown as “out” in Appendix A; and
inter-aquifer flow refers to fluxes between model cells with general-head
boundaries. In the model for the northern portion of the Trinity Aquifer, general
head boundaries are used to simulate the flux of water between portions of the
uppermost layer with the overlying mantle of younger deposits and between the
model layers and the Colorado River (Bené and others, 2004). General head
boundaries are simulated using the MODFLOW General Head Boundary (GHB)
Package,
In this report, initial heads at the start of the 50-year predictive simulation (Figures 2
through 6), simulated heads at the conclusion of the 50-year predictive simulation
(Figures 7 through 11), average changes in water levels (Figures 12 through 16 and Table
6), and the water budget reported in Appendix A represent values for only those portions
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of the aquifers that match the existing aquifer footprints (or currently delineated aquifer
boundaries).
Results from the predictive simulation for the Woodbine Aquifer (layer 1), the Paluxy
Aquifer (layer 3), the Glen Rose Formation (layer 4), the Hensell Aquifer (layer 5), and
the Hosston Aquifer (layer 7) are included in the water budget table provided in
Appendix A.
Initial water levels from the conclusion of the transient calibration (end of
1999/beginning of 2000) for layers 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are shown in Figures 2 through 6,
respectively. These are assumed to be adequately representative of water levels at the
beginning of 2010 (see Parameters and Assumptions Section in this report). These figures
show the starting water levels for the 50-year predictive simulation. Initial water levels
are generally higher in the updip portions of the aquifers (northward and westward) with
water levels generally decreasing in the downdip aquifer portions (southward and
eastward).
Water levels at the conclusion of the 50-year predictive simulation for layers 1, 3, 4, 5,
and 7 are shown in Figures 7 through 11, respectively. Water levels at the conclusion of
the 50-year simulation exhibit a similar trend to initial water levels (Figures 2 through 6)
in that water levels are relatively higher in the updip portions, but water levels underlying
large pumping centers are lower than at the start of the 50-year predictive simulation.
Qualitative changes showing the difference between water levels at the start and
conclusion of the 50-year predictive simulation for layers 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are shown in
Figures 12 through 16, respectively.
Figure 12 indicates that water levels in the Woodbine Aquifer (layer 1) at the conclusion
of the 50-year simulation decrease in the downdip portions of the aquifer. These changes
range from less than 25 feet near the outcrop areas to 175 feet or greater in the downdip
portions of the aquifer for the 50-year predictive simulation.
Figure 13 shows decreases in water levels of 25 feet or less in the farthest updip portions
of the Paluxy Aquifer (layer 3) with increasing declines greater than 200 feet in the
downdip aquifer portions. Localized areas with relatively larger water level declines are
found in the vicinity of large production areas underlying portions of Dallas, Collin, and
Rockwall counties. Water levels decreased more than 300 feet underneath the DallasRockwall county lines and near the Collin-Fannin-Hunt county lines. Additionally,
declines in water levels of 325 feet or greater occur along the Navarro-Hill-Limestone,
and McLennan county areas at the conclusion of the 50-year predictive simulation.
Figure 14 shows that water levels also decrease in the downdip portions of the Glen Rose
Formation (layer 4). Decreases of 25 feet or less are shown in the updip extent and
increase to greater than 375 feet in the downdip portion underlying eastern McLennan
County.
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Figure 15 shows that water levels also decrease in the downdip portions of the Hensell
Aquifer (layer 5). Decreases of 25 feet or less are shown in the updip extent of the aquifer
and increase to greater than 200 feet in the downdip portions of the aquifer. A large,
localized cone of depression underlies eastern McLennan County. Water levels decreased
more than 500 feet near the center of the cone of depression at the conclusion of the 50year predictive simulation.
Figure 16 shows that water levels decrease in the Hosston Aquifer (layer 7). Decreases of
25 feet or less are shown in the updip portion of the aquifer and increase to greater than
300 feet in the farthest downdip portions of the aquifer. A large, localized cone of
depression underlies eastern McLennan County. Declines in water levels below
McLennan County exceed 600 feet at the conclusion of the 50-year predictive simulation.
In addition to the qualitative figures of water level changes (Figures 12 through 16), a
quantitative summary of average water level changes underlying each county for layers 1,
3, 4, 5 and 7 has been included in Table 6. Water level changes reported in Table 6 were
calculated as follows and represent the active areas of the aquifer footprint underlying a
county:
if the starting water levels for the predictive simulation did not convert to dry and
the simulated water levels at the end of the 50-year predictive simulation did not
convert to dry, then the difference between the starting water levels and simulated
water levels at the end of the 50-year predictive simulation was calculated;
if the starting water levels for the predictive simulation did not convert to dry, but
the simulated water levels at the end of the 50-year predictive simulation
converted to dry, then the difference between the starting water levels and the
bottom elevation for cells that converted to dry was calculated; or
if the starting water levels for the predictive simulation had converted to dry and
the simulated water levels at the end of the 50-year predictive simulation
remained dry (rewetting was not permitted), then these values were omitted from
the county average water level changes reported in Table 6.
Quantitative components of the water budget shown in Appendix A are divided into “in”
and “out” and represent fluxes into and out of the aquifer footprint underlying a county.
Please note that county/layer pumpage totals for the water budget shown in Appendix A
may be less than the specified pumpage listed in Tables 1 through 4 due to several
factors. One factor is related to the extent of the aquifer footprint. For example, if the
aquifer boundary occurs within a county, only the pumpage within the active aquifer
footprint is reported in Appendix A. A second factor is the conversion of cells to dry
during a simulation. A cell converts to dry when the simulated water level drops below
the cell’s bottom elevation. The cell is then deactivated if rewetting is not permitted.
Bené and others (2004) report that aquifer depletion in the outcrop areas is plausible and
therefore, did not permit rewetting. The majority of cells that converted to
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dry during the predictive simulation are located in the outcrop areas. Bené and others
(2004) note that the probable reasons for these cells converting to dry is due to the
interaction between several factors: such as pumpage, aquifer properties, and the
relatively thin saturated thickness of the model cells. If concentrated pumpage is the
primary factor for a cell converting to dry, the model may be indicating that local
pumping is too high. Technically, strata that compose an aquifer will retain some
groundwater. For practical purposes however, an aquifer may become an uneconomical
resource if water levels drop below the open interval of wells.
Differences in average water level changes reported in Table 6 of this report and the
previous scenario (GAM Run 08-64) are shown in Table 7. Comparison of results
between the two predictive runs indicate decreases of 2 feet or less beneath Comanche
and Erath counties with the increased specified pumpage. Conversely, water levels
increase up to 14 feet beneath Tarrant and surrounding counties with the decrease in
specified pumpage.
Table 8 shows the specified pumpage for Comanche, Erath, and Tarrant counties for both
GAM Run 08-64 and 08-66. Included in Table 8 are the quantities of pumpage at the
conclusion of the predictive simulation, the quantity of pumpage removed due to cells
converting to dry beneath each county, and the percent of pumpage removed relative to
specified pumpage. For GAM Run 08-64, the largest quantity of pumpage removed due
to cells converting to dry occurs beneath Comanche County with 3,337 acre-feet per year
removed from the water budget, followed by 2,276 acre-feet per year beneath Erath
County, and 342 acre-feet per year in Tarrant County. For GAM Run 08-66, the largest
quantity of pumpage removed due to cells converting to dry occurs beneath Comanche
County with 3,993 acre-feet per year removed from the water budget, followed by 2,428
acre-feet per year beneath Erath County, and 318 acre-feet per year in Tarrant County.
For Comanche County, the percent of pumpage removed due to cells converting to dry
relative to specified pumpage increases from 13 percent for GAM Run 08-64 to 15
percent for GAM Run 08-66. Conversely, the percent of pumpage removed due to cells
converting to dry relative to specified pumpage for Erath and Tarrant counties remains
constant at 8 and 2 percent, respectively. This indicates that increasing the specified
pumpage for Comanche County in future scenarios will increase the percent of pumpage
removed due to cells converting to dry relative to specified pumpage.
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Table 6. Average water level changes (feet) by county. Negative values indicate an average lowering
of water levels while a positive value indicates an increase in water levels. A dashed line indicates the
current delineated aquifer footprint (or strata footprint for layer 4) does not underlie a county.
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Table 7. Difference in average water level changes per county from GAM Run 08-64 (Hill, 2010) and
GAM Run 08-66. Values are in feet. Negative values indicate a decrease in water levels while a
positive value indicates an increase in water levels. A dashed line indicates the current delineated
aquifer footprint (or strata footprint for layer 4) does not underlie a county.
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Table 8. Comparison of specified pumpage, pumpage at conclusion of the predictive simulation,
quantity of pumpage removed due to cells converting to dry, and percent of pumpage removed
relative to specified pumpage for Comanche, Erath, and Tarrant counties. Pumpage values reported
are in acre-feet per year.

Comanche Erath
Tarrant
GAM Run 08-64
Specified Pumpage
25000
30000
19615
Pumpage*
21663
27724
19273
Quantity of Pumpage Removed**
3337
2276
342
% Pumpage Removed
13
8
2

Comanche Erath
Tarrant
GAM Run 08-66
27000
32000
18238
23007
29572
17920
3993
2428
318
15
8
2

*- Pumpage reported in Appendix A at the conclusion of the predictive simulation. No pumpage is
specified in layers 2 and 6 for these counties.
**- Quantity of pumpage removed from water budget due to cells converting to dry.
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Figure 1. Western Coryell County (shaded area) delineated during the Groundwater Management
Area 8 meeting held in Belton, Texas on March 24, 2008, to which an additional
underlying pumpage of 928 acre-feet per year are added to layer 5 and an additional
underlying pumpage of 480 acre-feet per year are added to layer 7.
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Figure 2. Initial water level elevations for the predictive model run in layer 1 (Woodbine Aquifer)
of the groundwater availability model for northern part of the Trinity Aquifer System.
Water level elevations are in feet above mean sea level. Contour interval is 50 feet. No
cells converted to dry in layer 1.
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Figure 3. Initial water level elevations for the predictive model run in layer 3 (Paluxy Aquifer) of
the groundwater availability model for northern part of the Trinity Aquifer System. Water
level elevations are in feet above mean sea level. Contour interval is 50 feet. Cells that
converted to dry (shown in tan) are located in the vicinity of the Coryell-Bell county line.
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Figure 4. Initial water level elevations for the predictive model run in layer 4 (Glen Rose
Formation) of the groundwater availability model for northern part of the Trinity Aquifer
System. Water level elevations are in feet above mean sea level. Contour interval is 50
feet. No cells converted to dry in layer 4.
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Figure 5. Initial water level elevations for the predictive model run in layer 5 (Hensell
Aquifer) of the groundwater availability model for northern part of the Trinity
Aquifer System. Water level elevations are in feet above mean sea level. Contour
interval is 50 feet. Cells that converted to dry are shown in tan and are located in
Lampasas and Burnet counties.
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Figure 6. Initial water level elevations for the predictive model run in layer 7 (Hosston
Aquifer) of the groundwater availability model for northern part of the Trinity
Aquifer System. Water level elevations are in feet above mean sea level. Contour
interval is 50 feet. A dry cell, shown in tan, is located in Comanche County.
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Figure 7. Water level elevations after 50 years using the specified pumpage in layer 1
(Woodbine Aquifer). Water level elevations are in feet above mean sea level.
Contour interval is 50 feet. No cells converted to dry in layer 1.
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Figure 8. Water level elevations after 50 years using the specified pumpage in layer 3
(Paluxy Aquifer). Water level elevations are in feet above mean sea level.
Contour interval is 50 feet. Cells that converted to dry are shown in tan and
underlie Burnet, Johnson, and Tarrant counties. Dry cells are also shown in the
vicinity of the Coryell-Bell county line.
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Figure 9. Water level elevations after 50 years using the specified pumpage in layer 4
(Glen Rose Formation). Water level elevations are in feet above mean sea level.
Contour interval is 50 feet. No cells converted to dry in layer 4.
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Figure 10. Water level elevations after 50 years using the specified pumpage in layer 5
(Hensell Aquifer). Water level elevations are in feet above mean sea level.
Contour interval is 50 feet. Cells that converted to dry are shown in tan. Dry cells
are located in Erath, Lampasas, and Burnet counties.
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Figure 11. Water level elevations after 50 years using the specified pumpage in layer 7
(Hosston Aquifer). Water level elevations are in feet above mean sea level.
Contour interval is 50 feet. Cells that converted to dry are shown in tan. Dry cells
are located in Erath, Eastland, Comanche, Burnet, Bosque, Brown, and Wise
counties. Additional dry cells are located in the vicinity of the Callahan-Taylor
county line.
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Figure 12. Changes in water levels after 50 years using the specified pumpage in layer 1
(Woodbine Aquifer). Water level changes are in feet. Contour interval is 25 feet.
Decreases in water levels (drawdowns) are shown in red. Increases in water levels
are shown in blue. No cells converted to dry in layer 1.
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Figure 13. Changes in water levels after 50 years using the specified pumpage in layer 3
(Paluxy Aquifer). Water level changes are in feet. Contour interval is 25 feet.
Decreases in water levels (drawdowns) are shown in red. Increases in water levels
are shown in blue. Cells that converted to dry are shown in tan and underlie
Burnet, Johnson, and Tarrant counties. Dry cells are also shown in the vicinity of
the Coryell-Bell county line.
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Figure 14. Changes in water levels after 50 years using the specified pumpage in layer 4
(Glen Rose Formation). Water level changes are in feet. Contour interval is 25
feet. Decreases in water levels (drawdowns) are shown in red. Increases in water
levels are shown in blue. No cells converted to dry in layer 4.
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Figure 15. Changes in water levels after 50 years using the specified pumpage in layer 5
(Hensell Aquifer). Water level changes are in feet. Contour interval is 25 feet.
Decreases in water levels (drawdowns) are shown in red. Increases in water levels
are shown in blue. Cells that converted to dry are shown in tan. Dry cells are
located in Erath, Lampasas, and Burnet counties.
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Figure 16. Changes in water levels after 50 years using the specified pumpage in layer 7
(Hosston Aquifer). Water level changes are in feet. Contour interval is 25 feet.
Decreases in water levels (drawdowns) are shown in red. Increases in water levels
are shown in blue. Cells that converted to dry are shown in tan. Dry cells are
located in Erath, Eastland, Comanche, Burnet, Bosque, Brown, and Wise
counties. Additional dry cells are located in the vicinity of the Callahan-Taylor
county line.
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Appendix A
Water Budget for the
50-year Predictive Simulation
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Table A-1. Annual water budgets for each county at the end of the 50-year predictive portion of the model run using the requested baseline pumpage in
the groundwater availability model for the northern part of the Trinity Aquifer (in acre-feet per year).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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Table A-1. (continued).
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